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1 The equivalent to our Australian Army Reserve.

2 The name coming from the ruins of the Abbey above the town of Whitby, which is where Captain Cook had originally

sailed from.

3 A J P Taylor, War by Timetable, pp.44-45.

BRITISH MYSTERY SHIPS OF WWI

PREFACE

I always felt honoured and fascinated by my maternal Grandfather, George Herbert Fluke’s, somewhat

unusual life.  Old enough to see Louis Bleriot land his aircraft in Britain on the first flight across the

channel, attending the same school as Charlie Chaplin (although Chaplin was older) and as he moved

into adulthood, he began his military career, firstly belonging to a London regiment of the British

Territorials1 achieving the rank of Lance Corporal, then joining the Royal Navy as a regular in early 1914

and trained as a Cook, achieving the Petty Officer rank of Cook’s Mate.  During WWI the Minesweeper

HMS RODEAN he was serving on was sunk tied up alongside in Gibraltar Harbour by a Destroyer

which had dragged its anchor during a storm.  He then served on another Minesweeper HMS WHITBY

ABBEY2 which was heavily engaged in the Gallipoli Campaign where his ship was sunk by Turkish

shell fire from the shore.  He then moved on to the Mystery Ship HMS HYDERABAD, about which a

large part of this article is devoted.  After WWI he served on HMS MEDWAY a destroyer which had

been converted to survey work.  The two sinkings he had received led to lung problems and his honourable

discharge on medical ground.  He was advised by his doctors to seek a drier climate than England and so

emigrated to Australia with his family in 1926.  When war broke out in 1939 he immediately "lost" a

substantial number of years from his age and joined the RAAF where he served at Richmond NSW

Airbase as a Leading Aircraftsman Cook for the duration of the war, after the authorities found out how

old he really was and wouldn’t allow him overseas.  My fascination with his life led me into researching

one aspect of it - his time in the Mystery Ships - and this article is an attempt to describe the origins of

Mystery Ships, some of their more outstanding exploits and to give a detailed view of the ship HMS

HYDERABAD herself.

My Grandfather died in 1967 at the age of 76 and my great regret was that I was not old enough to ask

him personally of his life.  But now armed with Admiralty plans of HYDERABAD and photographs of

different aspects of the ship I know precisely where he was quartered, what the Galley looked like and

how the ship appeared, all of which bought me closer to an understanding of this period of his life.

] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ]

The origins of Mystery Ships began very early in WWI, as an unforeseen naval problem began to emerge

for Britain; commerce protection against submarines.

When WWI commenced on August 4th 1914 all of the initial belligerent countries possessed flotillas of

submarines, as the chart below shows:

BRITAIN FRANCE RUSSIA GERMANY AUSTRIA HUNGARY3

64 73 29 23 6

It will be noted that the Royal Navy had, along with its allies France and Russia by far the largest number

of submarines and that up to 1914 the German Navy had shown little interest in the submarine.  Indeed

this is an entirely understandable situation since none of the belligerent nations really understood the

nature or use of the weapon they had created.

It seems that Senior policy makers in the belligerent nations had not really thought much about the uses

of submarines, but the two principal roles that had been assigned to the submarine were: Firstly Coastal

defence, which employed small boats suitable for operation in shoal waters, where they could operate

against coastal attacks by enemy ships as a means of repelling such attacks or possible invasion.  This use

was also logical, and it allowed a minor power a cheap but potentially considerable defence against a

stronger nation.  A point not really noticed in 1914, since the vast majority of submarines of this time had

extremely limited surface endurance and so little underwater endurance that it was almost nil and the

boats themselves had very poor sea keeping qualities.  (Only Germany had boats which had an external

casing over the pressure hull that gave them the sea keeping qualities of a small torpedo boat destroyer,
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4 Jellicoe, The Grand Fleet 1914 -1916, p.154.

5 John Terraine, Business in Great Waters, p.27.

6 Jellicoe, The Grand Fleet 1914- 1916, p.162.

7 Antony Preston, Submarine, pp.68-70.  As an example the British "K" Class submarines were steam powered to enable

them to keep up with the battle fleet and it was said of them they had the performance of a destroyer torpedo boat with

the bridge of a picket boat.  The idea was not well conceived as it took 30 seconds to retract the funnels and seal them

plus extra time to retract and seal four mushroom vents.  The "K" Class also had the bad habit, because of the residual

steam in the boat of being very rapid to submerge once sealed up, this to the point where they often sank below their safe

diving depth before they could be leveled off.  A number of accidents befell the class and they were universally regarded

as a hoodoo ship.

8 The Sutton Armstrong Bomb Thrower was the precursor of the depth charge, throwing a spherical bomb over the side of

the warship. The weapon however had to be dropped at the spot where a submarine had submerged, almost immediately

it had done so as the bomb had no form of hydrostatic pistol which would allow the setting of depth.

9 T L Francis, Submarines, p.45.

at some loss of underwater maneuverability, which was not of major significance since the submarine

spent most of its time on the surface only submerging to escape from detection or for attack.)

The larger submarines which addressed the above problems with reasonable surface and submerged

endurance and effective sea keeping qualities were seen to have a role with the main battle fleets.  As the

war began the British Admiralty had no real idea of the technical efficiency or sea endurance of the

German U Boat, but were aware of the serious threat they posed to the Grand Fleet.  In his book The

Grand Fleet 1914 - 1916, Admiral Lord Jellicoe stated that in October 1914 there were a large number of

reports of U Boat sightings, most proving incorrect and that...

"At this period it was considered probable that enemy submarines, acting so far from their

home ports as the west coast of Scotland, would be working from a shore or a floating base.

... It is very doubtful whether any enemy submarines passed to the westward of Scotland

during October".4

Yet the endurance of the U Boats which began launching in 1913 was at least 5,00 miles enabling them

to operate right around Britain.  Before 1918 most submarines would take 40 - 45 seconds to submerge

and by 1918 this had been reduced to 30 seconds.5

It was considered before 1914 that when a sea battle between the opposing battle fleets was imminent the

submarines would interpose themselves between the fleets and attack enemy units as they passed their

patrol lines.  There were two fundamental flaws in this policy, which no one in authority seemed to see.

The fastest submarines of that time were the German U Boats who could manage 18 Knots on the surface

and six - eight Knots submerged, a fact unknown to the British.  Admiral Jellicoe in, The Grand Fleet

1914 - 1916 admits that the Admiralty early in the war had no idea that the large German U Boats could

make 18 knots on the surface, they thought they were much slower.

"On November 18th [1914] the mine sweeping gunboats, whilst searching the Fair Island

Channel, sighted a submarine on the surface and chased her at a speed of 18 knots, but

could not overhaul her. ... This incident gave the first practical proof of the high surface

speed possessed by German Submarines".6

All other submarines of the belligerent nations were slower.  Two questions immediately suggest

themselves; firstly how could the submarines keep up with a battle fleet at full steam heading into battle,

let alone get well ahead of it to set up its patrol line?  And secondly even if the patrol line was put in place

how could a submarine set up an attack on an enemy ship which would be steaming at high speed?7  If the

submarine showed itself by surfacing, it stood no chance of getting into a firing position with the enemy

destroyer screen likely to be quickly on the scene forcing it to submerge, where it would be safe from

attack itself, there being no anti submarine weapons that could attack a submerged boat available at this

time, but reducing its speed to one impossible to keep up with even the slowest warship.  All a submarine

could hope for was the lucky shot where it was in a position to fire on an enemy ship whilst it sailed past

at high speed.  Work was put in hand to develop a depth charge device but this could only be used if a

British Warship had seen where the U Boat had submerged and was over the spot within a few seconds.

Depth Charges and ASDIC (Sonar) as were used in WWII were not developed until very late in the war

and had very little role in WWI.8  A rudimentary Depth charge had been developed from an idea of

Admiral Sir Charles Madden9 by June 1916 it appeared in two forms Type D; with a bursting charge of
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10 T L Francis, Submarines, p.45.

11 Preston, Submarine, pp.68-69.

12 T L Francis, Submarines, p.45.

13 Note "Cruiser Rules" is considered by some sources to never have existed.  See for example, Cohn Simpson, Lusitania.

However both sides in the war acknowledged them and at least claimed to abide by them.  In 1915 only 21% of sinkings

by U Boats were performed without warning.  John Terraine, Business in Great waters, p.10.

300 pounds(1 36 KG) of TNT, and Type D* with 120 pounds (54 KG) bursting charge for use in slower

vessels.  There was no adjusting of depth at which the charge exploded making the smaller Type D*

necessary since smaller vessels would otherwise injure themselves with their own weapons.  By 1917

Depth Charges became capable of detonating at the depth of 100 feet (30 metres), or 150 feet (46 metres)

or 200 feet (60 metres).  The Depth Charge Thrower was developed by July 1917 and could throw the

charge 40 yards (36 metres) from the ship.  But even with these weapons the question still remained

where has the U Boat gone once it submerged?  Even with the difficulties of finding a submerged U Boat

many of them came in for quite a pounding from these new depth charges.  German Submariners referred

to them as "sugar plums".10  Hydrophones were developed in 1915, and submarines could be detected up

to two miles away, but the ship using them had to stop to operate them, a risky procedure with a submerged

submarine nearby!

A further problem with the submarine was its weapons. Most carried a small calibre deck gun, around

10.5cm in size or smaller although some had larger guns, that would stand a chance against an armed

trawler but certainly not a destroyer. There were peculiar aberrations in submarine guns - for example the

British UM~ Class submarines mounted a 12 inch gun on the fore deck which could only fire dead ahead,

no doubt the recoil from the gun would have capsized the submarine if the gun was able to be fired in

broadside.  The "M" Class used a tactic called "dip chick" where the submarine would surface, rapidly

fire one 850 pound shell and then submerge again all in the space of 30 seconds, something that would

have been impressive to see11, but such a vessel would have been useless against any large ship as the

pressure hull of the submarine was not armoured, leaving it too vulnerable to remain surfaced and to

fight it out and firing one shot was unlikely to amount to much.  The principal weapon of the submarine

was the torpedo invented by Whitehead in 1869 in Fiume, Austria Hungary, with the assistance of the

Austro Hungarian Government. The Austrian Ludwig Obry, a naval draughtsman was responsible for the

addition of a gyroscope to keep the torpedo to a set course.  The British were the first to purchase the

weapon in 1870.  Although the torpedo had been in existence for a long time, it only reached relative

efficiency by 1914, but even at this stage it was by no means perfected.  Torpedoes had a range of 10,000

yards (9144 metres) by 1914 compared to Whitehead’s original torpedo of 300 yards (274 metres).  Its

depth keeping ability and its directional stability were unreliable in the extreme.  Further the firing

mechanism which was a contact fuse had an irritating habit of failing to explode when it hit a target, thus

wasting an expensive weapon and letting the enemy escape.  The telltale trail of bubbles from the exhaust

of the compressed air engine enabled observant ships to successfully "comb" or turn parallel to the

torpedo tracks and avoid being hit.

Although the chart on page 9 shows that only one submarine was sunk by the British during the war (the

Austrians also sank a submarine by aircraft as well) by far the major innovation of the sea war as is

mentioned later was the use of Ant-Submarine aircraft in the battle against the U Boats.  Though sinkings

were few, the aircraft forced many submarines to submerge thus denying them of their targets.  By

November 1st 1918 the allies were operating 285 seaplanes, 272 landplanes and 100 airships assigned to

Anti-Submarine work.12

The large sea going submarine then only had one possible use, that being commerce raider.  But again a

problem intervened with this use.  The so called "Cruiser Rules"13 had their origins in the "Prize

Regulations", an accepted part of International Law which dated back as far as the 16th Century.  The

"Cruiser Rules" effectively precluded the submarines use in this role in the following way.  The submarines

greatest asset is its invisibility, the first a ship knows of its presence is the explosion of the torpedoes in

its hull.  (Remembering that in WWI there was no ASDIC/Sonar).  If the submarine surfaced to attack a

ship it became a very vulnerable vessel, the slightest damage to its pressure hull rendering it unable to

dive, thus ensuring its destruction if it encountered armed vessels.  Even a lightly armed merchant ship

stood a chance of beating off its attacker and by the end of the war most merchant ships were defensively

armed with a gun of 2.5 to 3 pound capacity mounted on the stern.  But a submarine could not use a
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14 It is interesting to note that these three cruisers had the same design watertight bulkheads as had the Titanic and subsequent

to their sinking all older British warships with this form of bulkheading were moved outside of the areas considered to

be vulnerable to submarine attack

15 The sinking of the Lusitania is a special exception which has taken volumes of books to argue about, so for the sake of

this article the reasons for its sinking will not be dealt with.

submerged attack on merchant shipping if it were to obey the "Cruiser Rules".

What was contained in the "Cruiser Rules", as understood by the belligerent nations?  A warship attacking

a merchant vessel, would show its colours, fire a warning shot across the bows with a request to stop.  If

the ship failed to stop or opened fire on the enemy warship it immediately lost its protection under the

"Cruiser Rules".  Once a merchantman had stopped , a boat with an armed party would be sent from the

warship to check the merchantman’s bona fides.  If it was neutral and not carrying contraband, it would

be released.  If it was an enemy ship or was carrying contraband the ship would be sunk usually by the

opening of the sea cocks or with an explosive charge detonated on the keel.

On occasions the warship would use its guns to sink the vessel, this was particularly so when there were

time restraints on the warship, such as the approach of other shipping.  It was also quite reasonable to

take the merchantman as prize and to sail it to one of its own ports with a prize crew on board.  This

frequently happened with the British taking prize ships destined for German ports.  Germany could not

do this to any extent because of the British Blockade.  It should be noted that Britain pursued its blockade

policy throughout WWI, at first with Cruisers and later Armed Merchant Cruisers with enormous success,

effectively cutting off all seaborne trade to Germany and its Allies from 1914 to 1919.

The crew of the merchant ship had to treated with respect and before their ship was sunk they were taken

on board the attacking warship as prisoner.  If this was not practical and land was close the merchant

crew were allowed to take to their boats, the warship ensuring that the boats were supplied with food and

water as well as a correct heading for land.  Any armed vessel did not come under the rules and could be

attacked at any time and in any way (a surface attacking ship however had to be flying its Nation’s Battle

Ensign, an issue I will return to later).  It should be borne in mind that the small gun carried by merchant

ships did not contravene the cruiser rules as long as it was not fired.  The idea of armed merchant ships

goes back to the days of sail when a merchant ship carried some armament for defence against attack

from pirates.  One gun on the stern did not break the rules!

After 1914 it became very obvious that submarines would not be effective working with the Battle

Fleets, although submarines were deployed by both sides during the Battle of Jutland, none of which

came into action, but the sinking of the three aged cruisers; HM Ships, CRESSY, ABOUKIR and HAGUE

all in a short time on the 22nd September 1914 by the one U Boat, U9, under the command of Otto

Wedingen, bought home to the British Admiralty the great threat submarines posed to their Navy.14  The

problem for the Admiralty was enormous.  Already German U Boats were beginning to attack merchant

shipping in accordance with "Cruiser Rules"15, except for obvious reasons, the taking on board the U

Boat the crews of sunken merchantmen.

All sorts of unbelievable ideas were taken up and seriously tried - such was the desperation to find a

solution to the U Boat menace.  One idea tried was for a person to row out to a periscope (where the

rower was to come from was unclear), place a canvas bag with drawstring over the periscope it and then

smash the lens with a hammer.  Another idea that was experimented with was to train seagulls to defecate

onto protruding periscopes thus blinding the U Boat and preventing that attack.  Unfortunately the seagulls

were less than co-operative and they tend to place their "attacks" on any post sticking out of the water,

such a channel posts, wharf mooring posts etc.  Slightly more realistic was the idea to train seagulls using

a food dispensing device that looked like a periscope to flock around a periscope thus giving the U Boat

away, a private individual experimented with this for some time, but the Admiralty did not take up the

idea.  One man claimed he could divine the presence of oil and thus a submarine, using a phosphor -

bronze tuning fork.  Another suggestion was to trap U Boats on the ocean using massive magnets, or it

was suggested effervescing U Boats to the surface using ENO’S Fruit Salts.

A more sensible and quite effective method was to place a mine barrage on either side of the English

Channel, thus allowing troop ships unhindered passage, however British mines were unreliable early in

the war and there were insufficient quantities of them to create the mine barrages.  It was only after the

capture of a German mine that the British were able to copy it and develop a reliable mine, thus allowing
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16 T L Francis, Submarines, p.45.

17 The World Crisis (2 Volumes) Odhams, 1938.

18 Alan Coles, Slaughter at Sea, pp.31-32.

19 Alan Coles, Slaughter at Sea, p.43.

20 HMS CHRYSANTEMUM a Flower Class Sloop is still afloat and moored at London Embankment where it is used by

the RNR as a Guardship.  She saw service as both a Q Ship and a sloop.

21 It is interesting to note that the U Boats often adopted disguises as trawlers, small cargo vessels and in at least one case

a downed dirigible.

more effective mine barrages to be laid.  As some examples mine barrages were laid across the

Channel,from Dover to Flanders.  A far more ambitious project was to erect a  barrage across the North

Sea.  This employed 70,000 mines, which at first the British did not have, and countless numbers of small

patrol boats.16  Sophisticated Hydrophones once they had been developed were also installed on harbour

bottoms and in the English Channel and on board some Warships. - The ships using them however had to

stop to avoid hearing the noise of its own propeller, thus leaving them easy targets.  The problem still

remained however; if a submerged submarine was detected how could it be attacked?

The next idea taken up and the principal point of this article was the "Q" Ship or Mystery Ship.  When it

is dispassionately considered the "Q" Ship was essentially a defensive weapon as it had to wait until its

opponent, the U Boat first attacked it.  All the same the "Q" Ship by and large had considerable success

against the U Boats.  The origin of the Mystery Ship was as much political as Naval.  Winston Churchill

at the time of their creation was the First Lord of the Admiralty and he clearly states in, The World

Crisis17 that he had as his main aim the bringing of the USA into the war on the British side.  From his

position he determined that all British cargo ships were to fly the flag of the USA while they were in the

areas frequented by German U Boats.  The view being the Germans would inevitably sink a neutral

American ship.  Indeed a number of British Captains were prosecuted for refusing to fly the USA flag.

"In the Lusitania case Britain deliberately fabricated the claim that the hoisting of the

colours of the USA had been ordered by the liners Captain only after a request by American

Passengers that they would act as a means of protection.  Lansing [Assistant to the Secretary

of State William Jennings Bryan] knew the British were lying.  He had ample proof in the

form of photographs of Admiralty Orders advising British Masters to use the American flag

in dangerous waters....

At the time the British were exultant - particularly Winston Churchill, then the First Lord of

the Admiralty, who was convinced that the raising of the American flag by British ships

would aggravate the position and ultimately plunge the USA into war which big business

would have preferred to have watched in the role of supplier".18

In addition,

"Churchill maintained that it was perfectly legal for Q Ships to sail under false colours to

defeat the submarine ‘pirates’.... His only requirement was that the false flags should be

hauled down before the action began and White Ensigns hoisted in place".19

However whilst the U Boats stuck to the "Cruiser Rules" the flag issue was of no major importance.  So

the Mystery Ship was born.  Basically the Mystery Ship was in most cases a merchantman taken up by

the Admiralty and weapons of various sizes were fitted and cunningly hidden.  The types of vessels

ranged from passenger liners, Royal Mail steamers, tramp steamers, sailing vessels, trawlers and drifters.

The exception to this were the Flower Class Sloops20 and the PC Patrol Boats2l, which were made to look

like merchant ships.  Another form of the Mystery Ship type was to use a trawler which towed a submerged

British Submarine behind it, thus looking as if it was legitimately fishing.  The submarine was connected

to the trawler by a telephone cable along the tow. When a U Boat attack developed the British submarine

slipped its cable and attacked the U Boat.  Some successes were achieved with this method.  Finally there

was one purpose built Mystery Ship, HMS HYDERABAD which will be described in more detail later

in the article.  The first move in establishing "Q" Ships came from a report entitled, "Report On Disguised

Steamers", submitted in compliance to the First Lord of the Admiralty (Churchill) dated 3rd April 1915.

This report states:

"The vessels so far fitted out have been (1) A steamer, name unknown, from Portsmouth, (2)

SS LYONS, late salvage tug, (3) Great Eastern Railway Company’s Steamer VIENNA, (4)
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22 Carson Ritchie, Q-Ships, p.25.

23 Douglas Bolting, The U-Boats, p.43.

24 Ritchie, p.183.

25 Halpern, A Naval History of World War I, p.301.

26 Even the coveted flannel underwear supplied to all Naval personnel was not allowed on board, as it would be a giveaway

to an observant U Boat commander of the true character of the vessel.  Ritchie, p.10.

27 Gordon Campbell, My Mystery Ships, for example p.216.

28 Note Admiral Jellicoe in the Grand Fleet only had 2 wireless officers on his staff!  JeIlicoe, The Grand Fleet p.41.

SS BARALONG.

When submarines first appeared off Havre a telegram was sent to the Commander in Chief,

Portsmouth, November 26th {1914} to fit out a vessel with concealed guns and send her to

cruise as a merchant ship in the neighbourhood of Havre...."22

The first "Q" Ship to enter service differs according to which source is consulted, Douglas Botting in his

book, The U-Boats23 claims that the first "Q" Ship was SS VITTORIA, a merchant vessel commandeered

by the RN  It was equipped with a few quick firing guns and entered service in November 1914, and was

paid off in January 1915.  Carson Ritchie claims the steam trawler, GLENDALE was the first, beginning

service on 27th July 1915.24  Early 1915 saw a number of trawlers, both sail and steam, taken up for

service but it was not until September - October 1915 that larger ships began to be used.  It is interesting

to note that until 15th September 1915 the "Q" Ships were technically pirates, as none of the vessels in use

had been commissioned.  After the above date all "Q" Ships were commissioned vessels of the Royal

Navy.25  The ideal craft for use as a Mystery Ship was one which in the event of being torpedoed would

stay afloat long enough to sink its attacker.  Different methods were tried, such as loading timber in the

hold, but by far the most effective was loading as many empty casks as possible into the holds to provide

additional buoyancy.  For example HMS BARRALONG carried 2,680 empty casks in its holds.  All

converted ships also had their bulkheads made watertight and significantly strengthened.  A number of

Mystery Ships made it back to port after being torpedoed and severely damaged, because of these

strengthened bulkheads.

On the outside the ship was deliberately kept most un-naval like, washing hanging off lines all over the

ship26, rust everywhere, daubs of red lead, untidy stowage of gear, men spitting on deck and smoking

whilst working and on some boats a woman or two as passengers.  Special Admiralty sanction had to be

given for this impersonation to be carried out.  I am not sure how they convinced a naval rating to put on

a wig, dress and appropriate padding, but it was done.  Gordon Campbell, the most successful of the "Q"

Ship commanders even had his female "guest" carry a doll dressed to appear as a baby.27  Of course all of

the crews were volunteers and at first comprised only active service ratings.  Later in the war the crew

could contain RNR and RNVR ratings, particularly those from the merchant marine to teach the RN

crew how to behave in a suitably mercantile fashion and to keep some pretty ancient merchant naval

machinery running.  The crew appearing on deck looked like it was from all nationalities including the

Negroes (see HMS HYDERABAD ships crew in disguise photograph).  The bulk of the crew however

were confined to below decks for most of the voyage, being allowed on deck sometimes at night and

when the ship changed its disguise.  For example the ship could leave Britain as a flush deck freighter,

but return some days later as a three island tramp steamer from a different shipping company.

The crew being in disguise always bore the risk of being shot as saboteurs or francs tireurs, therefore by

1917 all "Q" ship crews wore War Service Badges stitched onto their clothing as well as having a cap

tally of their ship stitched into their clothing.  Being confined in cramped quarters and the danger of the

job led to the Mystery Ship men being granted "Hard Lying Money" or a higher pay scale to compensate

for the obvious hardship of their job.  The crews of Mystery Ships or more correctly the Special Service

crews became, firstly within the Royal Navy, and finally in the eyes of the public an elite.

A typical crew of a tramp steamer Mystery Ship might consist of:

Commander or Lieutenant Commander in command 3-4 Lieutenants or Sub Lieutenants

5-7 Chief Petty Officers, Petty Officers and Leading Seamen 20-30 Seamen

1 Seaman telegraphist 1-2 Signal ratings

3 wireless ratings28 25 stokers approximately

5-6 Engineers (usually the Mercantile engineers of the original ship) 1 Shipwright
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29 Carson Ritchie, Pp.2-3.

30 Ritchie. P.XVII.

31 Gordon Campbell, My Mystery Ships, P.68.

32 The German Admiralty was very skeptical of unsubstantiated claims of tonnage sunk by U Boats, so if possible a U Boat

Commander would endeavour to obtain the ships papers and often take the ship’s Captain prisoner to verify his claims.

33 Douglas Bolting, The U-Boats, Pp.48-49.

6-7 Stoker Petty Officers or Leading Stokers 1 Armourer rating

1 Lineman sometimes 1 Painter , usually

1 Surgeon Probationer with or without a sick Berth Rating 1 Cook Rating

1 Assistant Paymaster 10-12 Marines

1 Senior Stores Accountant or Third Writer 1 Officer’s Steward and cook

Total 70 - 100 men according to the size of the ship29

The danger faced by the men was real, for no other men serving in the RN were ever ordered to

deliberately steer into a torpedo track so as to ensure their probable destruction rather than avoiding it, in

the hope that doing so, would bring the submarine within range of its guns, with a view of destruction of

that submarine.

"Such an order would seem to doom beforehand some, if not all, of the engine room watch,

... although the stokers probably formed the most dissident element in a Q ship’s complement,

they never showed their militancy by declining to take the post of greatest danger.  The fact

that, miraculously, so many of the engine room staff escaped from torpedoing time after

time enabled Admirals to ask their Captains to give the order to turn in towards a torpedo

with a good conscience.  It was not then, and is not now, the policy in the RN that anyone

should be given an order which entails no possibility of survival".30

To clear up the origin of the "Q" label, it appears to be nothing more than that many of the early ships and

most of the later ships were based at Queenstown in Ireland.  The "Q" letter was the first letter in the

radio call sign of ships based there.

Of course like all British Merchant ships the "Q" ships flew the American flag when they were in British

ship disguise, they flew flags of neutrals when their disguise called on them to be a "neutral" ship, such

as Swedish or Norwegian.  When approached by a U Boat, there would be a much un-naval like panic on

deck, blowing off of steam and when "abandon ship" was called, the dummy engine room staff would

stream up from below in greasy clothes without hats or coats.  With a view to creating as much delay as

possible, to try and draw the U Boat closer, the crew would fumble the job of lowering the boat, tipping it

into the water, various men would rush below again to retrieve some precious possession that had been

forgotten in the rush.  For example Gordon Campbell’s HMS FARNBOROUGH had a crewman retrieve

a stuffed parrot in a beautiful green cage.31  The panicking crew would then rush to the other boat, launch

it properly and row away from the U Boat.  The U Boat would then be forced to close the freighter to

speak to the "Captain" in the lifeboat32.  Once the U Boat was within range the American or other Neutral

flag would drop and the White Ensign would be hoisted and the disguised weapons would come into

action, manned by the majority of the crew who had of course stayed aboard.  By this method the "Q"

Ship stayed within International Law.  The panic party members of the crew usually consisted of the non-

combatant members of the crew of a same number as would be expected in a freighter of the size under

attack, that is those not directly manning the guns, engines, boilers or conning the ship, these would

include: Navigating Officer, Surgeon Probationer, Stewards, Cooks, Assistant Paymasters.  Those non-

combatants left on board were used for ammunition supply, damage control etc.  The lifeboat crew were

in great danger and could come under machine gun fire from the U Boat, in which case standing orders

required the crew to take to the water for some protection, in some seaways this action could be as

dangerous as the enemy fire.  The panic party crew in the lifeboat often were caught in the cross fire

between their ship and the U Boat.  The combination of sloppy merchant navy work and strict naval

discipline was unique in naval warfare.

"'Never in Naval Warfare’, commented Lieutenant Commander Harold Auten, a Q Ship

skipper, ‘had such apparent rabble served His Majesty.  It was a triumph of training over

training'".33
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34 The captain was Gordon Campbell and the action is described below.

35 The German born population of the USA was approximately 1,337,000 and it was estimated that 10,000,000 citizens

were of German descent.

36 The other unfortunate outcome of the incident was that it removed all doubt about the existence of the Mystery Ships as

they had been observed shedding their disguise by American Neutrals.

Of course having a false abandon ship drill meant that when the ship really had to be abandoned because

it was sinking a "Q" abandon ship drill was piped, each seaman on board knew the difference between

false abandon ship and "Q" abandon ship and was drilled in each.  On at least one occasion a commander

used a false "Q" abandon ship, sending away most of his hidden crew in the hope that the submarine

would close range before he sunk, this unfortunately did not happen and all of the remaining crew had to

ultimately abandon ships.34

It did not take long for the Germans to realise what was happening, so U Boat Commanders became

increasingly wary of ships they were confronting - occasionally resorting to shelling the ship from a

distance, or torpedoing without warning if they were suspicious of them being a Mystery Ship.  This action

by the U Boats of course achieved what Churchill was after, the attack of ships without warning thus

leading to an increased chance of an American ship being sunk.  The disguise effected by a Mystery Ship

sometimes let the ship down, for example the dummy panels used to convert a three island tramp into a

flush decker had to have joins in it and it was impossible to completely hide them.  A U Boat commander

often could see these joints, similarly sailing vessels often gave themselves away by having their radio

aerial rigged to look like a stay but this was often badly done, with stays in places where stays do not

normally go.

However this pressure on the U Boats caused by the Mystery Ships led increasingly to pressure on the

German Naval Command for unrestricted submarine warfare, which began on 5th February 1915 and

ended on 18th September 1915.  During this first period of unrestricted submarine warfare LUSITANIA

was sunk on April 1915 by U2 commanded by Schweiger, killing American citizens.  LUSITANIA on her

final voyage carried 197 American passengers of which 128 where killed when she sank.  The sinking

caused outrage in Britain and more importantly in America.  After this event German U Boats were

instructed to not sink passenger ships and to use the gun in preference to the torpedo when attacking

merchant vessels.

Most school students studying History over the past 80 years have been taught that the sinking of

LUSITANIA is what brought the USA ultimately to declare war on Germany.  I often wondered why it

took so many years between the sinking and the declaration of war, thinking at first it was the large

German population35 of the USA that tied President Wilsons’ hands.  Of course the American Government

had long been protesting about the way their ships were being handled by the British as they passed

through the British Blockade heading for Neutral ports within the blockade zone.  However a much mere

serious reason existed as a result of an incident which occurred not long after the sinking of LUSITANIA,

that deflated American preparations for war to nothing more than a strongly worded diplomatic protest to

Germany.  The incident involved the "Q" Ship HMS BARRALONG commanded by Lieutenant- Commander

Godfrey Herbert and it became a major news item in the USA.  DORA (the Defence of the Realm Act)

prevented the British public from hearing the story.

On 19th August 1915 the American merchant ship NICOSIAN which was carrying a cargo of mules

destined for the Western Front and their muleteers, had been stopped and shelled by the U Boat U27,

commanded by Bernhardt Wegener who earlier in the day, in direct breach of his orders not to attack

liners, had sunk the White Star liner ARABIC.  Whilst the NICOSIAN was being attacked the

BARRALONG happened on the scene and engaged the U Boat, sinking it.  What happened next is very

unclear; a British Inquiry cleared the BARRALONG crew of any wrong doing and there were no German

survivors.  Statements from some of the Muleteers appeared in the American press stating that they had

witnessed the British ship machine gun German survivors in the water and even chased some of them

onto the American ship where they were killed.  What the truth of the affair was we can never know, but

it had important political repercussions.  How could President Wilson of the USA convince Congress to

declare war over the LUSITANIA atrocity when the papers were full of stories of an alleged British

atrocity on German Sailors?  It was only later when the second unrestricted submarine campaign began

that Wilson was able to convince Congress to declare war against Germany.36
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37 John Terraine, Business in Great Waters, U40.

38 John Terraine, Business in Great Waters, U40.

39 Preston, Submarines, p.62.

The use of Mystery Ships had a modicum of success in destroying U Boats with a probable score of 11 -

13 U Boats sunk.  The importance of Mystery Ships however was greater than this for by their very

existence they forced the U Boats into greater caution and to using submerged attacks more often, thus

denying them the ease of action they could have otherwise enjoyed.  Similarly the Mystery Ships probably

prevented many U Boat attacks on other ships by their presence, and an attack on a Mystery Ship denied

the enemy the use of these shells and torpedoes on Merchant targets.  Other sinkings of U Boats were

achieved by random destroyer, minesweeper/armed trawler and small boat patrols, mining and one success

by the British use of aircraft in coastal waters.  The following chart shows U Boat losses in WWI as far

as can be determined:

U BOAT LOSSES 1914 - 1918

Naval patrols, hunting groups, random encounters 38

Convoy Escorts 17

Q Ships 11

Merchant Ships 6

Submarines 18

Aircraft 1

Mines 48

Accidents 19

Unidentified explosion 1

Unknown   19

TOTAL 17837

METHOD OF SINKING

Torpedoes 18

Ramming 19

Gunfire 20

Depth Charges 31

Between 1914 -191 6, 46 U Boats were sunk, 14 of which were by accident or unknown causes.  The

remainder of sinkings occurred in 1917 - 1918.38

The significance of air power and the need to combat the U Boat threat was largely forgotten after the

war and RAF Coastal Command began WWII, woefully ill equipped for hostilities in 1939 and indeed its

needs for suitable aircraft rather than obsolescent machines, remained subordinate to the demands of

Bomber Command until the end of 1945.

The German High Command and the Kaiser approved a second unrestricted U Boat Campaign beginning

on 1st February 1917 with a view of crippling Britain before the USA could effectively enter the war.

Britain was in a particularly vulnerable position regarding its sea trade, for without imports from overseas

Britain was unable to feed itself and provide for itself in a large number of raw materials, including; oil,

rubber, tin, wool and cotton.  By 1917 the British position in relation to maintaining essential supply for

itself and its military commitments in France, had reached a critical stage through U Boat activity where

merchant sinkings were greater than Britain’s ability to build replacements for lost vessels.  The effect of

the new unrestricted submarine campaign in February 1917 meant by April, 1,250,00 tons of British

Merchant shipping had been sunk, the figure rising to 1,500,000 tons in the next four months.  British

shipbuilding resources had no chance of matching this rate of sinkings and despite the introduction of

stringent domestic rationing the reserves of essential foods dropped to six weeks supply.  The table

below shows the extent of damage caused to the merchant fleets heading into and out of Britain.

U Boat sinkings of Ships 1914 - 1918

1914 3 ships sunk 2,950 tons

1915 640 ships sunk 1,189,031 tons

1916 1301 ships sunk 2,194,420 tons

1917 3170 ships sunk 5,938,023 tons
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40 Iain Parsons, Sea Warfare p.69.

41 John Terraine, Business in Great Waters, quoted on end papers.

42 These destroyers also had a lack of endurance for long distance escort work, and there were insufficient smaller craft to

assist in the escort work.

43 It is interesting to note that the success with the convoy system and the development of ASDIC (Sonar) late in WWI led

to the belief in the Admiralty that submarines could never again be a threat to Britain’s Mercantile trade.  Thus Britain

was insufficiently prepared for the U Boat onslaught in the early years of WW II where U Boats attacked using the Wolf

pack patrol line tactic and on the surface at night (in the days before ship borne Radar) thus negating the value of ASDIC

(Sonar).  See Peter Padfield, War Beneath the Sea, p.25.

1918 1280 ships sunk 2,624,278 tons39

Even the Grand Fleet had to curtail exercises due to shortage of oil.40 This was hardly a position for a

nation readying itself for a major offensive on the Western Front and with growing signs of civil disturbance

on the Home Front, principally in war weariness and increasing industrial action.  In relation to the

problem of merchant ship sinkings, Admiral Sir John Jellicoe by then the First Sea Lord at the Admiralty

said in June 1917;

"There is no good discussing plans for next Spring.  We cannot go on".41

A number of junior Officers and others outside the Admiralty had been advocating the Convoy System

for some time, a process which had not been used since the Napoleonic Wars at the beginning of the

nineteenth century.  The Admiralty fiercely resisted this proposal on two points, firstly they had insufficient

destroyers to provide the escort, because the Admiralty did not wish to weaken the destroyer screen for

the Grand Fleet42, particularly as the German High Seas Fleet was still a fleet in being, posing a continuing

threat to Britain.  Senior naval officers still saw the war at sea as being a wait for the big clash of the

battle fleets, which would thus bring the war to a decision.  This despite the outcome of the Battle of

Jutland, where its most unsatisfactory results had pointed to the improbability of any further major fleet

actions in WWI.

Secondly the prevailing opinion was that concentrating ships into a convoy would simply make a larger

target for the U Boats to attack.  The lack of logic in this view escaped the senior ranks of the Admiralty

for most of the war.  For a very long time there had also been instilled into officers during their training

- probably since the time of Admiral Lord Nelson - of the offensive spirit where a Naval Officer believed

he would only be doing his job in offensive action against the enemy, the "Q" Ships being a classic

example of this attitude.  Defensive action was seen as somehow not being the role of the Navy.  But as

time would tell, defence of the convoys was, along with the distant commerce blockade, the two most

significant contributions the Royal Navy made to the war.  It is fair to say however that old traditions die

hard as a similar attitude still existed amongst some senior Naval Officers in the Royal Navy at the

beginning of WWll.  British Shipping naturally concentrated on well known shipping lanes leading to

British ports anyway and a convoy made a much smaller number of shipping "units" crossing the Atlantic,

making finding targets for U Boats more difficult and secondly it concentrated British forces where they

could provide the most effective defence for the convoy itself rather than a relatively aimless patrolling, in

the hope of crossing a U Boats path.  Quite a bit of prejudice existed amongst Royal Naval Officers

against the Merchant marine and many in the RN believed the Merchant skippers lacked sufficient

competence to maintain station in convoys.

Finally the situation at sea regarding merchant vessel losses became so critical that the Admiralty was

forced in May 1917 to institute the convoy system and once it was implemented, merchant sinkings

diminished to a manageable number particularly now with USA resources to add to the new shipping

total.  The U Boat threat was effectively negated.43  As a result, the use of Mystery Ships became

increasingly redundant.  U Boats immediately assumed that merchant ships proceeding independently

were Mystery Ships and simply attacked them submerged with torpedoes rather than risking a surface

action.  Mystery Ships were used in convoys where they pretended to be stragglers in the hope they

would be attacked.  The Flower class sloops and the PC Escort boats that were being used as Mystery

Ships were returned to their conventional warship role.

There were about 113 Q Ships which saw service in the Special Service in WWI, the exact number is

difficult to work out because by their very nature Q Ships operated in disguise and it is still hard to find
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44 Admiral Sir Lewis Bayly KGB, KCMG, CVO in the Foreword to Gordon Campbell, My Mystery Ships, p.XIII.

45 Carson Ritchie, Q Ships, p.134.

46 Both the Flower Class Sloops and the PC Boats were designed to resemble merchant ships, but only HYDERABAD was

built to be a warship with a merchant ship design.

some of the ships used, some were found to be unsuitable, but most of the above number were at least

used for a short time.

Q SHIP LOSSES

Sunk in Action with U Boats 36 Ships

Accidentally Sunk 6 Ships

Captured by Germans 1 Ship

Torpedoed/Damaged/Mined 16 Ships

Total Losses 59 Ships

Losses amounted to 52% of the total Q Ship force showing the dangerous nature of Special Service.  The

strain on captains was also great, few, except the aces of the force lasting in command of a Q Ship for

long;

"among the thirty odd mystery - ships’ captains who served under my flag (Commanding

Officer Queenstown), he (Gordon Campbell) was the only one who could stand the strain of

mystery - ship work for more than a year".44

However the value of "Q" Ships was such that Admiral Sir Lewis Bayly - Commanding Queenstown

who had first sent out "Q" Ships, said in January 1917, after four U Boats had been sunk by "Q" Ships:

"... I asked that 6 more Q-ships should be commissioned, I feel sure that we should get good

value from them"  He added; "... Three of the six should be specially built (I would like to be

consulted as regards their design)".45

This request resulted in the building of only one of the three purpose built vessels, HMS HYDERABAD.

Details of HMS HYDERABAD are discussed below.

] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ]

HMS HYDERABAD

HMS HYDERABAD

FROM ORIGINAL ADMIRALTY PLANS

As mentioned earlier,many types of ships were pressed into service as Mystery Ships, ranging from

freighters, banana boats, coasters, cross channel ferries, tramp steamers, trawlers, drifters, Flower Class

Sloops, PC Boats and sailing ships.  Of all these, only one vessel was purpose built for the role of Mystery

Ship46 and that was HMS HYDERABAD built by J I Thornycroft at their Woolston Yard in 1917.  All of

the ideas of disguise, weapons, tactics and protection from damage learnt from the experience of war

were incorporated into its design.

To all outward appearances the vessel was a standard three island tramp steamer, but beneath that

exterior lurked a ship of formidable firepower.  The ship was designed along the lines of the SS PATRICK,

a merchant ship already built.  HMS HYDERABAD therefore had the above water appearance of a
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HMS HYDERABAD sailing disguised as SS NETLEY

General Steamer Navigation Company vessel.

The Nizam of Hyderabad in India paid for the construction of the ship with funds he donated, hence her

name.  The cost of the vessel was 64,242 Pounds.

SHIP’S  DIMENSIONS

Length: ................ 240 feet (73 metres); 251 ft OA (76.5 metres)

Breadth: ............... 36 feet (11 metres)

Displacement: ...... 624 full load Tons 975 Gross 758 net

Draught: ............... 3 feet 8 inches (1.1 metres)

Machinery: .......... 2 X 9 in, 13 in, 20.5 in X l1 in tandem triple expansion engines, 1 scotch single

ended boiler, 180 lbs, 601.5 HP

Speed: .................. 9.226 knots at 321.5 rpm

Delivered: ............ 24/9/1917

Fate: ..................... After her "Q" ship days she became in March 1919 a HQ ship and CMB depot

ship for the anti Bolshevik forces at Murmansk.  In May 1 920 she was sold out

of service to Greek owners, who renamed her LEMNOS and she served as a

fruit carrier for a number of years.

HYDERABAD sailed with the decoy names of:

CORAL NICOBAR

THORNYCROFT NETLEY

THE HULL

The following information should be read in conjunction with the accompanying diagram.

The interesting features to note about the hull are; the very shallow draught, designed so that enemy

torpedoes would have more chance of passing harmlessly beneath the hull.  The ship however was made

to look as though she was riding deep.  HYDERABADs sea keeping qualities were obvious of concern

because of her shallow draft.  She was initially intended for summer service only and then only in the

English Channel.  But it is known she was employed on the west coast of Ireland and in the middle of

Winter.  One Naval officer wrote H J D (Donaldson?) sent a note stating she was "never intended" for

employment on the west coast of Ireland or in Midwinter... " and I am surprised that under these
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47 Information supplied by National Maritime Museum (UK) Greenwich, London.

HMS HYDERABAD dressed ready for action.  The ferry passing the ship has President

Wilson of the USA on board, hence the dressing of the ship.  Note the US flag at

the mast of the ferry.

circumstances in weather of the worst character that she has not broken in half".47

The next feature is twin screws driven by two triple expansion reciprocating steam engines and operating

through two tunnels in the base of the hull to hide this fact.  The top of the rudder was also designed to

look like a merchantman.  The result of this propulsion system was that HYDERABAD was very

maneuverable, an attribute being useful in the event of an encounter with a U Boat.  Although she was

very slow, if she had been fitted with a water tube boiler rather than the Scotch boiler it would have given

her an extra 3 knots.  The ship carried 2 X 20 ft lifeboats.

SUPERSTRUCTURE

The design features of the superstructure were that both the funnel and the ships’ masts were adjustable

fore and aft 1.5 inches in the foot (3.8 cm to 30 cm).  The masts and funnels could be adjusted independently,

thus allowing a wide configuration of these to be used to alter the ships appearance.  On tbe after deck

there was a compass and emergency steering position both of which were dummies.  On the roof of the

flying bridge a small dome like structure appeared and this was used by the commanding officer as his

observation and conning position during the period when the "panic" party rowed away.

ARMAMENT

The armament of the ship was quite considerable for a ship of its size. From the design stage to the end

of its fighting service in the RN, the armament underwent a number of changes.  It is claimed from

information from the British National Maritime Museum, that the original intention was to carry two twin

18 in torpedo tube, but this was later reduced to one.  It is clear from the photographic evidence taken at

the end of the war that Hyderabad had twin torpedo mounts.  Similarly the same source claims that HMS

HYDERABAD carried an unconcealed 2.5 pounder on the stem as was common on most merchant ship

at this stage of the war.  Again photographic evidence and the Admiralty Plans show she did not carry

such a gun.  HMS HYDERABAD carried 100 rounds for the 4 inch gun and 170 rounds per gun for the

12 pounders.

Starting from the bow HMS HYDERABAD  was armed with the following:

All the Photographs provided in this article came from the private collection of photographs owned by
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Forecastle deck 12 pounder hidden in deck and under a tarpaulin cover.

Forecastle 12 pounder with tarpaulin removed showin how gun was hidden.

Forecastle gun ready for action, note the flexible speaking tube for orders.
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Bomb Thrower hidden in one of the well decks.

Bomb Thrower ready for action.

George Fluke, Cook’s Mate, HMS HYDERABAD, purchased by him presumably when HMS

HYDERABAD went on its post war cruise to British ports.

1 On the forecastle; a 12 pounder gun which pivoted sideways laying it flush with the

deck.  The small hump remaining was covered with a tarpaulin.

2 In the forward well deck were two Sutton - Armstrong Bomb Throwers, one aiming
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4 inch gun hidden in false cabin behind bridge.

4 inch gun ready for action, note how cabin walls collapse.

Four Inch Gun from another view, with black cat.

to port, the other to starboard.  This weapon only detonated when actual contact was

made with the submarine just as the Hedgehog weapon of WWII did.  These weapons
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One set of the hidden, below decks torpedo tubes.

Lewis gun manned by what appears to be cooking staff.

48 Peter Liddle, The Sailors War, p.183.

were covered with a standard merchantman canvas hatch cover.  The British Maritime

Museum think it was some form of adaption of an Army weapon.

3 Immediately aft of the bridge a four inch gun hidden behind timber cabin walls which

dropped away when the gun came into action.

4 Slightly aft of the bridge and in the hull two double torpedo tubes on each side of the

ship, hidden behind steel covers resembling ship’s plating.  There is some confusion

here as mentioned above, some sources claim Hyderabad had only two tubes on the

Port side48, but the Admiralty Plans show two double tubes, the starboard set is slightly

forward of the port set.

5 The after well deck had two Sutton - Armstrong Bomb Throwers, disguised in the

same manner as the forward ones.

6 On the after deck a further 1 2 Pounder gun pivoting sideways and hidden with a

tarpaulin.  To aid field of fire the dummy emergency compass telescoped into the

deck and the dummy emergency steering station and its structure collapsed like a

house of cards.

7 At least one Lewis Machine gun but there were almost certainly more.
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THE CREW OF HMS HYDERABAD IN ROYAL NAVY UNIFORM

Note the number of long service badges worn by the crew.

THE CREW OF HMS HYDERABAD DISGUISED AS MERCHANTMEN

Note the number of Ethnic costumes worn and how some men have painted their faces black.

49 Arthur Banks, A Military Atlas of the First World War, p.265.  See also stern photograph in this article.

50 Carson Ritchie, Q Ships, p.134.

51 Carson Ritchie, Q Ships, p.143.

As mentioned above,further to the armament some sources claim there was a dummy gun on the stern,

but this is not borne out by the Admiralty Plans or the photographs of the ship.49  Another source claims

the above gun was a real 2.5 pounder and that HYDERABAD also carried four 3.5 Howitzers, probably

a reference to the bomb throwers.50   Again the Admiralty plans and the photographs of the ship show no

evidence of these guns.  The photographs throughout this article show these weapons in their concealed

and ready for action positions.

When originally conceived it was intended for HYDERABAD to carry a Coastal Motor Boat, a forerunner

of the Motor Torpedo Boat of WWll and possibly one man submarines, but nothing came of these ideas.51

THE CREW

The crew consisted of the following personnel according to the Admiralty accommodation plan:

Captain 1st Officer 2nd Officer

3rd Officer 1 Paymaster 1 Doctor

1 Chief Gunner 1 Engineer 3 ERA’s

3 Leading Stokers 3 Leading Seamen 1 Leading Mate

1 Cook’s Mate 1 Shipwright 1 Painter

1 Armour man 1 Wheelman 1 Signalman

1 communication Man 3 Telegraphists 1 Ship Stewards Assistant

16 Bombers 8 Torpedomen 10 12 pounder gun crews

7 Four Inch Gun Crew 3 Domestics 6 Stokers
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52 Information on ships’ personnel was obtained from looking at the Admiralty plans, Accommodation diagram of

HYDERABAD bad.  The difference in the two numbers is probably explained as a watch was still probably aboard the

ship.

53 Carson Ritchie, Q Ships, p.157.

From the photograph of the crew it can be seen that there were 68 men in the crew.52  The Admiralty

plans show berthing arrangements for 81 men.

When looking at the photograph of the ship’s crew it becomes obvious how experienced the crew were

by the number of long service and good conduct badges worn by the men.  The crews for each of the

weapons lived basically under or beside their weapon or in front of it in the case of the four inch gun and

the spaces usually taken up for cargo in a merchantman were used for stowage of the various types of

ammunition, as well as for accommodation.  These men had no other official duty on board ship and

were kept permanently below deck until action stations, or when there was a disguise change, at night,

and when the guns and the dropping of disguise were tested on occasions.  The seaman crew who sailed

the ship were accommodated in the usual areas, principally the forecastle.  See accommodation diagram.

Being a Naval crew and not a merchant crew there were far too many men to allow them all on deck so

most of this group was also confined below decks, except for the above reasons.  In action, one part of

this group made up the "panic party".  The Engineroom and Boiler crew performed their normal duties

except for a group that were used for the "panic party" and the remaining Engine/Boiler staff were used

in ammunition supply when action was joined, except for those necessary to work up the boilers and

engines again after the blowing of of steam.  The act of the "pretend" abandon ship had to be genuine in

appearance and an abandoned ship obviously could not be seen making steam without giving away the

true nature of the ship.

It is important to realise that by 1917 U Boat Commanders were so suspicious of independent sailers that

they sometimes stalked their prey for days.  This being known by the Royal Navy meant that only one set

group of men, with the occasional pretend woman, were allowed on deck throughout the entire voyage,

with the above exceptions.

HYDERABAD arrived on the scene far too late to have any effect on the U Boat war and indeed she

never went into action.  However after the war she became quite famous as she was sent on a tour of

British ports in celebration of the victory over the Germans.  The photographs of the ship accompanying

this article were taken at the time of this cruise.

HYDERABAD finished her Naval career as a Depot Ship named HMS 966 in the 1920’s and as then sold

out of service.

Carson Ritchie in Q Ships states,

"A fleet of Hyderabads might have written a different chapter in the history of the Q Ship

campaigns,. .."53

] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ]

The Q Ship in Action

The following section discusses the actions fought by 9 Mystery Ships during WWI and hopefully will

give some idea of the nature of the service on board a Mystery Ship.  The statistics shown on pages 8 and

10 indicate the high attrition rate these vessels suffered and also indicate that only a fairly small number

of U Boats were destroyed by them, 11 - 13 U Boats depending on the source consulted.

In a short space it would be impossible to detail the work of all the "Q" Ships but in the section below I

have given some examples of actions involving "Q" Ships.  It should be observed that most "Q" Ships

never went into action, just as most merchant ships were never attacked, and a number were sunk without

sighting their enemy and thus had no opportunity to fight back.

The first successful use of a "Q" Ship came in conjunction with a British Submarine on 24th June 1915.

The armed trawler TARANAKI disguised as a trawler sailed towing the submarine C.24 underwater.

The trawler was sighted by the U Boat U40 who had watched the "trawler" all morning, carefully inspecting

her, and ready to sink it when it was out of sight of other ships and fishing boats.  U40 was only able to

fire one shell at TARANAKI when C24 cast off its tow, surfaced and sank the German U Boat.  Three
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54 Of course the British have never been without commissioned sailing ships in the Royal Navy. HMS VICTORY is a good

example still being in commission today.

of the U Boat crew survived.

On 20th July 1915 another trawler/submarine partnership sailing from Aberdeen, PRINCESS LOUISE

towing C27 found the trawler being shelled when the telephone link to the submarine parted and the

commander of C27 decided to surface.  C27 fired two torpedoes on surfacing, one of which hit the U23

sinking it.  Whilst being shelled, the trawler had made use of the panic party routine, the first time for a

tactic which was to become so common in "Q" Ship actions.

The collier PRINCE CHARLES was used as a "Q" Ship and it sank the U36 on 21st July 1915 shortly

after leaving harbour.  This action was the first between a "Q" ship and a U Boat without the presence as

previously of a British Submarine.  PRINCE CHARLES was armed with two six pounders and two three

pounder Hotchkiss guns.

The action between U4 1 and HMS WYANDRA needs looking at.  WYANDRA was the ex-BARRALONG

under a different commander, Lieutenant-Commander A Wilmot-Smith.  On the morning of 23rd

September 1915, the U41 sank three steamers near the Fastnet, and so WYANDRA was ordered to the

area.  Sixty seven miles SSW of the Bishop Rock WYANDRA sighted the steamer URBINO blowing off

steam, stopped and under attack from the U41.  WYANDRA now employed classic "Q" Ship tactics

pretending to steer away as the submarine submerged.  The U Boat took the bait, steamed submerged

towards WYANDRA and then surfacing signaled her to stop.  The gap between the two boats was closed

by Wilmot-Smith whilst his ship went through the pretense of slowing down and hoisting out a boat to

send his papers across to the submarine.  As previously mentioned, the U Boat commanders often sought

the ships papers to verify the tonnage they had sunk.  It was Special Service standing orders that fire was

to be opened even if the range was unsatisfactory if the U Boat closed the "panic party" lifeboat/s because

a potential hostage situation could arise, or if the enemy U boat opened fire deliberately on the lifeboats.

Remember the "panic" party could often get inadvertently get caught in the cross fire between their ship

and the U Boat.

At 500 yards and the two ships running parallel, Wilmot-Smith ordered open fire.  The U Boat was

battered with the concentrated gunfire and its conning tower was blown to pieces killing the U Boat

commander Kapitan-Leutnant Claus Hansen.  The submarine submerged, but was too damaged to be

able to navigate so she surfaced again and only two of her crew escaped before she sank for good.

One of the sad facts of WW I to lovers of the tall ships was that up to 1914 there were still quite

substantial numbers of them operating in out of the way routes and carrying cargoes that did not need to

be delivered in a hurry.  Unfortunately these vessels were easy prey for the U Boats and most of the

remaining ocean going fleet of cargo sailing ships were sunk the submarine usually surfacing to sink the

sailing vessel rather than using their valuable torpedoes.  But by one of the ironies of war the british

employed a large number of sailing vessels as "Q" Ships in the belief that the U Boat would be more

tempted to attack on the surface what appeared to be an easy target.  So the scene was set for a fight

between a defunct technology, the sailing ship, against the most technologically advanced vessel of the

time; the submarine.54  Of the approximate 113 "Q" Ships that commissioned, around 66 were sailing

vessels, some had auxiliary engines but most did not.  Of the 59 "Q" Ships sunk from all causes during

the war, 14 sailing "Q" vessels were sunk or captured from all causes.  Sailing vessels sank 1 U Boat and

captured another. 0 There were further claims of two U Boats sunk and one damaged, but no credit was

given for these.

One of the most famous of the sailing "Q" Ships was MARY B MITCHELL a three masted topsail

schooner of 227 tons, she sailed on her first "Q" voyage as MARIA Y JOSE, and she had the official title

of HMS Q9, in all she sailed with seventeen different names.  Her armament consisted of a twelve

pounder in a collapsible dummy deckhouse, two six pounders one under each hatch on swinging pedestals,

two Lewis guns, various small arms and five boxes of hand grenades.  There were fears that the timbers

and scantlings of the old ship which had been built in 1892 would not stand up to a broadside from the

guns, but this proved to be incorrect as the guns were well braced and the old ship had no problems.

MARY B MITCHELL never engaged a U Boat, but her fame came from her appearances around the

coast of Britain after WWI on display as did HMS HYDERABAD.
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An unusual and somewhat worrying example of the dangers faced by the sailing ships was ETHEL &

MILLIE whose crew was captured by the U Boat which had sunk their vessel and the crew was last seen

lined up on the deck of the U Boat as it sailed out of sight of the survivors of Nelson, both boats being

fishing smacks.  No record from either side of the war ever explained what happened to the crew of

ETHEL & MILLIEe they had disappeared without a trace.55  This appears to be the only case where a

"Q" Ships crew were treated outside of the Geneva Convention.

Two of the most famous commanders of the "Q" Ships were Godfrey Herbert already mentioned in

relation to the HMS BARRALONG Incident, and the commander who without doubt stands head and

shoulders above all the others was Rear-Admiral Gordon Campbell VC, DS0, who served during WWI

as a Lieutenant Commander, Commander and Captain.  His three ships were the HMS FARNBOROUGH

a 3207 ton collier, HMS PARGUST a 2817 ton collier and HMS DUNRAVEN a 3117 ton collier.  He

was by far the most successful commander, sinking two U Boats and fighting a spectacular but unsuccessful

action with another.

HMS FARNBOROUGH sank the U83 on 17th February 1917 in an action that was begun by the sighting

of a torpedo track approaching the the starboard beam, the torpedo struck in no.3 hold, but the bulkhead

failed to hold and the engine room was flooded.  All available men abandoned ship, the guns continued

to be manned by their hidden crews as the submarine’s periscope was seen to be observing the ship at

close range.  The submarine surfaced off the port bow about 300 yards (274 m) away.  As the submarine

came down the side of the ship it reached a spot where all the guns would bear and fire was opened at

point blank range.  The conning tower was shattered and the hull was hit by the 45 shells fired from the

guns and by rounds from the maxim gun.  The submarine began to sink and the crew began to escape the

vessel.  After the action one Officer and one rating were picked up by FARNBOROUGHs lifeboats.

FARNBOROUGH in a sinking condition was towed to Berehaven in Ireland by two warships, held

afloat only by its buoyant cargo.  For this action Commander Campbell DSO, was awarded the Victoria

Cross.56

The action of HMS PARGUST , Campbells’ second Q Ship was very similar to the above incident with

FARNBOROUGH.  On the 7th June 1917 PARGUST was torpedoed at close range by UC29.  No.5

hold, the boiler room and the engine room quickly flooded.  The panic party was got away including the

carrying of the earlier mentioned stuffed parrot and when the submarine surfaced Lieutenant Hereford

used his lifeboat to lure the submarine into range of PARGUSTs guns, despite being at all times covered

by a machine gun trained upon them by the submarine.  When the submarine was 50 yards (46 m) from

PARGUST, fire was opened.  The submarine was severely damaged and even though most of its crew

were on deck with hands up the submarine attempted to steam off into the mist, fire had to be reopened

and the submarine was sunk.  Again one Officer and one rating were saved from the water.  Lieutenant

Ronald Stuart DSO and Seaman William Williams were both awarded the Victoria Cross.  The award of

the Victoria Crosses in this case was quite interesting as it was the ship which had been awarded the

decoration as there was no single instance of outstanding courage that could be singled out from the rest.

One award went to the Officers and one to the Men.  This was the first time in the Royal Navy that this

procedure had been employed in accordance with Clause 13 of the statutes of the Victoria Cross.  This

clause stated that

"It is ordained that in the event of any unit of our naval.., force, consisting in the case of our

navy of a squadron, flotilla, or ship’s company... having distinguished itself collectively by

the performance of an act of heroic gallantry or daring in the presence of the enemy in such

a way that the Admiral... in command of the Force to which such a unit belongs is unable to

single out any individual as especially preeminent in gallantry or daring, then one or more

of the officers... seamen in the ranks comprising the unit shall be selected to be recommended

to us for the award of the Victoria Cross in the following manner.... The selection to be by

secret ballot...."

Again Campbell’s ship had to be towed into port this time Queenstown.  Gordon Campbell made it a

personal tactic to do everything possible to be deliberately hit by a torpedo, in fact it was a written

standing order on the PARGUST,
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"Should an officer of the watch see a torpedo approaching the ship, he is to increase or decrease speed as

necessary to ensure it hitting".57

Campbells’ next ship HMS DUNRAVEN typifies the nature of the "Q" Ship war where courage, patience

and stamina were needed by all of the crew if they were to successfully bring a U Boat to action.  It also

shows that by this stage of the war how suspicious and very careful U Boat commanders had become of

independent sailers.  Whilst the action did not bring Campbell another submarine sinking to his tally, the

action fought is a classic of sea warfare.  DUNRAVEN was well armed with one 4 inch gun, four 12

pounders, one of which was on display on the poop to make the ship appear as most merchantmen of the

period to be defensively armed, two 14 inch torpedoes and an outfit of the new large 300 pound depth

charges.

DUNRAVEN set sail from Plymouth setting a course for Gibraltar.  She was disguised as a Blue Funnel

steamer with an upper deck cargo of four railway trucks, obviously bound for service with the army in the

Middle East.  The railway trucks were of course fakes made up of timber and canvas and designed to be

demountable so that when the DUNRAVEN was heading back to Britain she would appear to have no

deck cargo.  These "railway trucks" were to have great significance during DUNRAVENs encounter

with the U Boat.  It should also be noted that the after gun crew had to lay absolutely motionless on the

poop deck until the order to open fire was given.  This left them in the most exposed position whilst under

fire from a U Boat.  DUNRAVEN also had a lightly armoured section on its bridge and this facility saved

the life of the bridge personnel during the ensuing action.

DUNRAVEN came under attack on 8th August 1917 on its return voyage to Britain.  After continuing on

its zig zag course and pretending not to notice that a submarine was nearby, the U Boat submerged and

then reappeared on the starboard quarter at about 5000 yards (4572 metres) whereupon it opened fire.

Whilst making smoke to appear as if it was trying to escape DUNRAVEN kept on its course and reduced

speed from 8 knots to 7 knots.  If Dunraven had been a genuine merchant ship she would have had a good

chance of escape.58

The shots from the U Boat were falling over and the defensive gun on DUNRAVEN was deliberately

falling short with its shot.  Campbell had signals made en clair for the U Boat’s benefit:

"Submarine overtaking me, help, come quickly" and, "Submarine (position).  Am abandoning

ship".59

As shells began to fall close, Dunraven made a cloud of steam to simulate a hit in the boiler room.

Abandon ship was ordered and the ship stopped,  then began blowing off steam,and a boat was deliberately

let go by the forward falls to simulate panic.  The U Boat continued to close and shell.  The ship now

began to take hits.  Three shots went through the poop setting off a depth charge.  The poop was strongly

on fire, (remember that the gun’s crew were still laying on this deck), dense black smoke pouring from the

poop area, obscured the submarine from view although now it was quite close to DUNRAVEN, Campbell

was aware that his magazine was likely to explode, it was in the poop, but he could not see the U Boat

clearly, so he waited, even though he knew he was risking the men on the poop.  But he believed the loss

of a few men or indeed his ship for the sinking of a submarine was a reasonable cost since it would save

a large number of seamen ,their ships and cargo from attack.  A large explosion followed, probably of two

depth charges and some cordite and the four inch gun and its crew were thrown into the air, one man

landed in the water and was eventually picked up by the panic party uninjured, but the rest landed on the

demountable "railway trucks" the canvas cushioning their fall and although all were wounded, there were

no fatalities.  The railway trucks had served an unintended good purpose.60  Unfortunately this explosion

caused the open fire buzzers to go off and  DUNRAVEN dropped its disguise.  The U Boat quickly

submerged and Campbell waited for the torpedo.  All the wounded were removed to the relative security

of the cabins, hoses were turned onto the poop, as the magazine had not yet exploded.  An Allied warship

appeared on the scene but was sent away and finally a torpedo hit the ship abaft the engine room.

Another abandon ship was ordered with an additional party of men sent away but some guns still manned.
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The submerged U Boat then circled DUNRAVEN for about one hour.  During this time shells and cordite

kept exploding and the fire on the poop continued to rage.  The U Boat then surfaced and began shelling

DUNRAVEN again obtaining many hits including the bridge, but did not present itself in a position

where more than one gun would bear.  After 20 minutes the shelling ceased and the U Boat submerged,

Campbell decided to use his torpedoes.  The first torpedo was fired from the Port side but it passed

harmlessly ahead of the U Boats periscope, when the submarine came around to the Starboard side

another torpedo was fired which passed abaft the periscope again missing the U Boat.  This time the U

Boat saw the torpedo and submerged below periscope depth.  At this point Campbell signaled for urgent

assistance, but even with his ship a shambles, Campbell arranged, if necessary if the U Boat attacked

again, for himself to jump overboard in a "panic" but still leaving one gun crew on board.  Shortly after

help arrived in the form of USS NOMA, HMS ATTACK and HMS CHRISTOPHER.  The fire in the

poop was extinguished and the ship taken in tow.  Unfortunately the damage to DUNRAVEN was so

severe that she sank soon after.  The attacking U Boat was later identified as the UC71.  Campbell's

crew suffered 11 wounded, one mortally, (Seaman Morrison DSM, RNR who had been in charge of the

depth charges and was wounded when the first charge exploded at the opening of the action.)  Morrison

had been blown through the poop doors and was found by one of the two and a half pounder gun’s crew

trying to get back to his post, Morrison said, "I am in charge of the depth charges and must get back to

them".

The wounded had had to endure the shelling whilst laying in the cabins in their wounded condition.

Campbell said of them,

"When I visited them after the action they thought little of their wounds, but only expressed

their disgust that the enemy had not been sunk".61

Admiral Sims commander of the US Navy in Europe sent a personal message to Campbell on this

engagement, it included:

"....Long after we are dust and ashes, the story of this fight will be an invaluable inspiration

to British and American naval officers and men - a demonstration of the extraordinary

degree to which patriotism, loyalty, personal devotion, and bravery of a crew may be inspired.

I know nothing finer in naval history than the conduct of the after-gun crew or, indeed, of

the entire crew of DUNRAVEN... "62

The following awards were presented to the crew: Lieutenant Bonner VC; After Gun’s crew.  Under

Article 13 of the Statutes of the Victoria Cross the VC, Petty Officer Pitcher being the recipient, the

remainder of the gun crew, AB D Murphy, AB R W Shepherd, Seaman W H Bennison, Seaman J S

Martindale, Wireless Telegraph Operator T E Fletcher, received the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal, which

was also awarded posthumously to Seaman Morrison.  In addition to these special awards all the men

who had served throughout since October 1915 and had not been previously decorated received the

DSM.  In addition Captain G Campbell VC, DSO received a bar to his DSO, Assistant Paymaster R A

Nunn DSC a DSO, Awarded bars to their DSC were; Lieutenant F R Hereford DSO, DSC, Engineer-Sub-

Lieutenant J W Grant DSC, Engineer-Lieutenant L S Loveless DSO, DSC.  Distinguished Service Crosses

were awarded to; Warrant Telegraphist A Andrews DSM, Surgeon Probationer A C Fowler, Sub-Lieutenant

W H Frame.  Bars to the Distinguished Service Medal, Seaman W. Williams VC, Leading Seaman J G

Orr, Signalman C W Hurrell.  The Distinguished Service Medal was awarded to; Stoker J Cook, Wireless

Telegraph Operator W Statham, Leading Seaman E Cooper, Stoker W O’Leary, Petty Officer S Nance,

Seaman B Haynes, Stoker R Thomson, Seaman D Dow, Stoker T Owen, Officer Steward W R Trickey,

Assistant Steward A Pennal, Seaman M Connors, Leading Seaman A Kaye, Seaman F Dodd, Stoker J

Colenso, Stoker W Crosbie, Leading Stoker T J Davies, Shipwright W J Smart, Wireman S A Woodison,

Chief Steward A E Townshend, Seaman P Murphy.  There were also 14 men mentioned in dispatches and

Chief Petty Officer G H Truscott DSM was promoted to Warrant Officer.

It is worth quoting these awards in full as it demonstrates the personal bravery and devotion to duty that

the Special Service men had to have and in the case of the men of the Dunraven did display those

attributes even though their sacrifice was unsuccessful.  The other really remarkable thing in this action

was that despite the shelling and the explosion of magazines only one man was killed and so few wounded.
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The end of the usefulness of the "Q" Ships came with the organisation of the convoy system and they

played little part in the closing stages of the war although the last sinking of a U Boat on 9th November

1918 when HMS PRIVET, a steel screw steamer which had already sank U85 in March 1917, sank the

U34.  All of the PC and Flower class boats were sent onto normal duties as escorts.  But during the war

the "Q" Ships had made a significant contribution to the anti submarine war, principally in terms of the

ships not sunk by a U Boat, rather than outright submarine sinkings63 at a time when no other effective

means were available to deal with the threat to British Mercantile trade.

The "Q" Ships accounted for about 8 percent of total U Boat sinkings in WWI.  It is unfortunate that most

naval histories of WWI, at best only devote a paragraph or two to the activities of the "Q" Ships, for

surely any force with the record of U Boat sinkings and the stories of daring and outright heroism deserve

a more substantial review than a brief mention.  The days of the Mystery Ship hadn’t quite finished with

peace in 1918, for as soon as WWII started the Admiralty, for a brief time resurrected the idea of the "Q"

Ship.  Of course such an idea appealed to Winston Churchill who had begun the "Q" Ships back in 1914

when First Lord of the Admiralty, and now in 1939 he was back at the Admiralty.  He was assisted by

Gordon Campbell, now a Rear-Admiral, but the pace of technology had overtaken the "Q" Ship and they

were quickly withdrawn and it was to be other much more effective methods that dealt with the second

major attack on Britain’s mercantile trade.
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